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Anisotropic scaling of hard disk surface structures
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We present a detailed study of the surface roughness of a computer hard disk using atomic force
microscopy and light scattering. The power spectrum density analysis showed that the surface
possesses an anisotropic scaling behavior and has both random roughness and periodic roughness
components. Quantitative anisotropic correlation length~j! and roughness exponent~a! for the
directions parallel and perpendicular to the grooves are obtained. A novel in-plane~measurement
parallel to the sample surface! light scattering technique is shown to be particularly useful for the
analysis of the rough surface parallel to the grooves. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many processes in nature or in manufacturing can g
erate random rough surfaces. Very often these surfaces
be characterized as being self-affine fractals.1,2 They are de-
fined through the surface height–height correlation funct
H(r )5^@z(r )2z(0)#2&, wherez(r ) is the height of the sur-
face at the positionr (x,y) on the surface. For isotropic sel
affine surfaces, for which the characteristics of the roughn
do not depend on the direction,H(r );r 2a for r !j, and
H(r )5constant forr @j. The j is the lateral correlation
length within which the surface heights of any two points a
correlated. Thea is called the roughness exponent which li
between 0 and 1 and describes how wiggly the surface
The isotropic model has been studied quite extensively
recent years. However, in practice there are many surfa
that may not be isotropic, depending on how they are ge
ated. These surfaces can be described by anisotropic sc
theories.3–5 Thus far, very few quantitative studies of anis
tropic scaling surfaces have been reported.5

In this article, we report a detailed quantitative study
anisotropic scaling characteristics of the surface of a co
puter hard disk. The reliability and durability of hard dis
are determined by a series of tribological factors, amo
which the surface roughness of the disk plays an esse
role.6–9 During the read/write operation, the magnetic he
initially is in contact with the computer disk. If the dis
surface is too smooth, the head will stick onto the disk s
face, which inhibits the start-up, and possibly causes per
nent damage to the slider/disk. In order to reduce the po
tial damage, a surface texture is introduced, which breaks
large contact area into many small ones. Although the u
area pressure increases after the introduction of a texture

a!Electronic mail: karabt@rpi.edu
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net starting torque is reduced. Previous study shows tha
actual morphology of the texture is very important to t
performance of the hard disk.6–9

Different techniques can be used to characterize
roughness and texture of the hard disk surface. One di
way of probing a disk surface quantitatively is to measu
the surface morphology using real-space imaging techniq
such as atomic force microscopy~AFM! and scanning tun-
neling microscopy~STM!. However, light scattering has th
advantages that it is nondestructive, and can sample a l
surface area. With a proper design, it can be used as a
time monitoring tool. Recently, Stover have used the to
integrated scattering~TIS! technique to map the roughness
an entire hard disk.10 The TIS technique only provides th
vertical roughness parameter, i.e., the root-mean-sq
~rms! roughness, of the surface. The information on the
eral scale is not available from TIS. In this article, we pres
a study of diffraction from a hard disk surface with a circum
ferential texture using both the in-plane and out-of-pla
light scattering geometries. From an angular scattering p
file, we can obtain the lateral correlation length and roug
ness exponent in addition to the rms roughness value.
then compare the results with that obtained from the AF
measurements.

II. ANISOTROPIC ROUGH SURFACES AND
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The power spectrum density function (PSD)(kx ,ky) and
height–height correlation functionH(r ) are two useful func-
tions to characterize a random rough surface. PSD(kx ,ky),
which reflects the spatial frequency variation of the surfa
in the reciprocal space, is defined as
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. ~a! A 40 mm scan size AFM image of a com
puter hard disk.~b! The two-dimensional PSD obtaine
from the AFM image in~a!. ~c! Rescaled contrast of~b!
by chopping off the high intensity part in~b!. Note
the pair of discrete PSD lines extending parallel to t
ky direction and intercepts atkx56kc.6(10.160.5)
mm21.
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PSD~kx ,ky!5
1

A U 1

2p E E z~x,y!ei ~kxx1kyy!dx dyU2

,

~1!

wherekx andky are the surface spatial frequencies,A is the
area of the scatterer, andz(x,y) is the surface height func
tion. H(r ) on the other hand is a real-space function and
defined as

H~r !5^@z~r1r!2z~r!#2&. ~2!

The averaging in this function is carried out through t
surface position vectorr. Zhao et al. showed that for an
anisotropic random rough surface Eqs.~1! and ~2! can have
the following forms:11

PSD~kx ,ky!5
2jxjyw

2G~ 1
2 1ax!G~ 1

2 1ay!

G~ax!G~ay!

3~11kx
2jx

2!21/22ax~11ky
2jy

2!21/22ay,

~3!

H~r !52w2F12
4

G~ax!G~ay!jx
2axjy

2ay
Ujxx

2 UaxUjyy

2 Uay

3KaxS U x

jx
U DKayS U y

jy
U D G , ~4!

wherew is the rms roughness of the surface heights,jx and
jy are the correlation lengths in thex and y directions, re-
spectively. Similarly,ax anday are the roughness exponen
in thex andy directions, respectively, and reveal the scali
anisotropy of the surface. The functionG(x) in the above
equations is the Gamma function andKa(x) represents the
s

modified Bessel function of theath order. Equation~3! has
the property that PSD}kx

2122ax ~or PSD}ky
2122ay! whenkx

~or ky! is much larger thanjx
21 ~or jy

21! while ky ~or kx!
remains constant.

Light scattering can provide the surface PSD direct
Similar to the position vector in the real space, the lig
scattering traces the reciprocal space with the momen
transfer vectork. The momentum transfer vector comp
nents can be expressed along the perpendicular and pa
directions~x andy! to sample surface as12,13

k'5k~cosus1cosu i !, ~5!

kx5k~sinus cosfs2sinu i !, and ~6!

ky5k sinus sinfs . ~7!

The surface is assumed to be in the plane formed by thx
and y axes, andk52p/l representing the wave number o
the incident light with wavelengthl, whereu i is the angle of
incidence and the detector is positioned at the polar anglus

and azimuthal anglefs . The momentum transferskx andky

defined in Eqs.~6! and ~7! give the surface spatial frequen
cieskx andky used in Eqs.~1! and ~3!.

For the case of light scattering from surfaces in the sm
roughness regime, i.e., (4pw cosui /l)2!1, the PSD can be
obtained from the measured scattered light intensity10

PSD~kx ,ky!5
C

Q cos2 us cosu i

I . ~8!

The I 5I (u i ,us ,fs) is the diffuse part of the measured in
tensity. TheQ5Q(u i ,us ,fs ,e) is a polarization dependen
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factor, wheree is the sample dielectric constant. TheC
5l4/(16p2VsI i) is a constant in our light scattering expe
ments. Here,Vs is the solid angle of the detector andI i is the
incident light intensity. Thekx and ky are calculated from
Eqs.~6! and ~7!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. AFM measurements

AFM scans were performed using a Park Scientific
struments AutoProbe CP with Si3N4 tips. The typical radius
and the tip side angle were about 10 nm and 10°, resp
tively. The scan sizes ranged from 3 to 100mm. The mea-
sured rms roughness of the hard disk surface wasw520.0
60.5 nm. A 40mm AFM image is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The
PSD can be obtained by taking a discrete Fourier transf
of the AFM images. Figure 1~b! shows the top view of the
PSD obtained from the 40mm AFM image of Fig. 1~a!. The
spectrum is a thin strip~wall! lying on ky50, which reveals
a clear anisotropic behavior of the surface. Note that
width of the wall increases slightly as we go to higher fr
quencies onkx . This is expected from the PSD of a curve
one-dimensional random rough surface.14 What we cannot
see from Fig. 1~b! is the diffraction pattern with a characte
istic frequencykc reflecting a possible periodic structure l
ing parallel to they direction. Churchet al. argued that, due
to the curvature of the texture, the peak due to this cha
teristic frequency would be stretched out perpendicular to
PSD strip and would appear to be a line. When we incre
the contrast of Fig. 1~b!, by chopping off the high intensity
part and rescaling the contrast of~b!, we see a pair of lines
parallel toky axis on both sides ofkx50 that intercept at
kx56kc . We have observed similar lines from other AF
scan sizes. The frequency positionkc.10.160.5mm21 of
this line corresponds to the spatial wavelength of;0.62
60.03 mm, which is the approximate groove separati
(§grv) on the hard disk. Notice that there is a dark line alo
the ky axis aroundkx.0 in Fig. 1~b!. This dark line is actu-
ally due to an artifact, which is induced by the drift of th
piezoscanner during the scanning along thex direction and
image correction.15 This artifact causes unreliable PSD va
ues around that low frequency regime.

TABLE I. The extracted values of the lateral correlation length (jx), rough-
ness exponent (ax), and groove separation (§grv) in the direction perpen-
dicular to grooves.

Method jx (mm) ax §grv (mm)

Out-of-plane light scat. PSD 2.3160.24 0.4560.07 0.7060.02
AFM-PSD ¯ 0.5460.05 0.6260.03

TABLE II. The extracted values of the lateral correlation length (jy) and
roughness exponent (ay) in the direction parallel to grooves.

Method jy (mm) ay

In-plane light scat. PSD 8.616 0.17 0.956 0.03

AFM- H PSD
height-height

9.066 0.21

7.9160.20

0.706 0.10

0.8060.06
-
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From the AFMs PSD and height–height correlation
sults for the 100mm scan size, we calculatedax , jx ~per-
pendicular to the grooves! and ay , jy ~parallel to the
grooves! using Eqs.~3! and ~4!. These values are listed i
Tables I and II and are consistent with those obtained fr
the 70mm scans. Figure 2 shows the fit of the PSD line sc
located atky50 with Eq. ~3!, which gaveax50.5460.05.
The fit of the PSD in this direction could not give a satisfa
tory jx value due to the artifact in the PSD as we get clo
to the dark line region. The height–height correlation fun
tion analysis was very dependent on the scan size~sampling
window! and did not give consistentax andjx values. The
analysis parallel to the grooves was much more free from
artifacts. We obtained the average values ofay50.70
60.10 and jy59.0660.21mm from the fit of the PSD
curves at various constant values ofkx ~but not atkx50
where the dark line lies!. Note that the width of the PSD wal
alongky is inversely proportional tojy . Also the analysis of

FIG. 2. A PSD profile perpendicular to the grooves atky50 from a 100mm
scan size AFM image. The fit by Eq.~3! is also shown as a solid curve.

FIG. 3. A height–height correlation functionH(y) parallel to the grooves
obtained from a 70mm AFM image. A fit shown as a solid curve to Eq.~4!
gives the correlation length and roughness exponent.
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the light scattering geometr
The sample shown is a periodic surface which can
rotated in-plane byw r . The azimuthal anglefs of the
detector can be rotated between2180° to 180° in a
plane parallel to the sample surface~in-plane geometry!
and also the polar angleus can be rotated from290° to
90° in a plane perpendicular to the sample surface~out-
of-plane geometry!.
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H(y) with Eq. ~3! gave ay50.8060.06 and jy57.91
60.20mm. In Fig. 3 we plotted theH(y) obtained from a 70
mm scan size from the AFM measurements.

B. Light scattering measurements

In the light scattering experiments, we used a He–
laser of wavelengthl50.633 mm illuminating an area of
approximately 500035000 mm2 on the hard disk surface
The details of the setup will be published elsewhere.12 The
measurement geometry is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4,w r is the
sample rotation angle with reference to the position wh
groove lines are perpendicular to the plane formed by
incident light beam and the surface normal. The out-of-pla
measurements were carried out by settingu i580° andfs

50°. Then we rotated the detector polar angleus from 290°
to 90° in a plane perpendicular to the sample surface. On
other hand, for the in-plane scattering geometry, both
incident angleu i of the laser beam and the polar angleus of
the detector were fixed at 47° but the azimuthal angle of
detectorfs was rotated in a plane parallel to the samp
surface from2180° to 180°. The numbers (4pw cosui /l)2

become 0.07 and 0.005 withu i547° and 80°, respectively
for the roughness value ofw520.060.5 nm. Since these
numbers are sufficiently smaller than 1, the surface belo
in the small roughness regime, and the measured light s
tering intensity profiles can be converted to the PSD
Eq. ~8!.

1. Out-of-plane measurements

We aligned the groove lines parallel to they axis. There-
fore the PSD wall would rest along thekx direction in the
reciprocal space. We performed the out-of-plane meas
ments withfs50° ~thereforeky50!. The measured out-of
plane intensity profile was used in Eq.~8! to calculate the
PSD(kx,0) perpendicular to the grooves. We showed the n
malized intensity, the corresponding PSD profiles, and
instrument response function~measured from a flat S
sample as a reference! in Fig. 5~a!. The large drop of the
intensity at high frequencies is due to an artifact from
e
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detector when it is moved to a position, where the finite s
detector starts to block the incident light. We subtracted
instrument response from the light scattering intensity pro
to get the diffuse part~PSD!. We plotted this PSD profile in
the log–log scale as shown in Fig. 5~b!. Just as the PSD
obtained from the 100mm scan size AFM image, the out-of

FIG. 5. ~a! Normalized out-of-plane light scattering intensity and the cor
sponding PSD profiles. The instrument response PSD profile is also sh
as a dashed curve.~b! One-dimensional PSD profile atky50 plotted in the
log–log scale. The fit by Eq.~3! is also shown as a solid curve.
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plane light scattering PSD atky50 does not have an obviou
peak on the tail that would belong to a periodic surface co
ponent. Using Eq.~3! to fit the light scattering PSD(kx,0),
we obtained the roughness exponent and lateral correla
length perpendicular to grooves to beax50.4560.07 and
jx52.3160.24mm, respectively.

Considering the possibility of a peak hidden in t
random-roughness PSD profile due to a periodic compon
we performed a modified out-of-plane light scattering m
surement. In this type of geometry, bothus and fs were
changed in such a way that the detector was rotated
plane that was perpendicular to the surface but placed
nonzeroy away from the incident light plane. Using this, w
were able to obtain a PSD profile alongkx at a fixed but
nonzero value ofky . Therefore, the detector passed throu
the PSD line due to the periodic roughness, which was ly
along theky direction. This is similar to the AFM line shap
of the PSD component atkyÞ0 shown in Fig. 1~c! as a result
of the periodic grooves on the surface. The diffuse part of
PSD as shown in Fig. 6 has a well resolved bump locate
kx.8.98mm21, which reflects the periodic roughness of t
grooves. The central position of a Gaussian fit to this bu
gives an average groove separation of§grv50.7060.02mm.
This result agrees well with the one obtained from the AF
analysis, which is also shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the lig
scattering PSD suggests that, the hard disk surface has b
one-dimensional roughness and a periodic roughness.

2. In-plane measurements

When the groove lines were parallel to they axis, the
PSD wall would lie along thekx axis in the reciprocal space
As the sample was rotated around thez axis with an anglew r

from this reference position, the PSD wall also rotat
around thekz axis with the samew r . In Fig. 7~a!, we show
the in-plane light scattering intensity results at differe
sample rotation angles. We see that the in-plane light s
tering is very sensitive to the anisotropy of the surfa
Whenever the detector intersects with the PSD wall in

FIG. 6. Enlarged plot of the PSD profile atky50.54mm21 obtained from
the modified out-of-plane scattering geometry. The well resolved bum
periodic roughness is clearly shown. We also plotted the AFM-PSD pro
~filled squares connected by solid lines! located at the sameky for a com-
parison.
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reciprocal space, it reads a high intensity value. We show
this situation schematically as the insert in Fig. 7~a!. The
circle represents the path of the detector. For each rota
the detector cuts the PSD wall at a differentkx value, which
results in a peak positioned at a differentfs . We can show
that the peak of the in-plane light scattering profile chan
as

ufs peaku5p22uw r u. ~9!

Next, we did a modified in-plane measurement, whereu i

andus were still kept constant but this time they were set n
to be equal to each other. The groove lines were placed
allel to the incident beam plane~along thex axis!, where the
PSD wall is positioned to be atkx50 along theky axis. In
Fig. 7~b!, we show the result of such a measurement. Fr
Eq. ~6!, the reciprocal space locations of the both peaks
the profile correspond tokx50, which is consistent with the
wall-shaped picture of the PSD. The observed finite pe
widths of the profiles is due to the finite correlation leng
jy . Since the detector cuts almost perpendicularly throu
the PSD wall~parallel to the grooves in real space!, we took

f
e

FIG. 7. ~a! The in-plane light scattering profiles at different sample rotati
anglesw r . The trajectory of the detector~circle! in the reciprocal space~top
view! and the wall-shaped PSD of the hard disk surface is shown schem
cally in the insert. Whenever the detector intersects with the PSD wall in
reciprocal space, it reads a high intensity value.~b! A modified in-plane
light scattering intensity profile is shown whenw r is set to 90°. The corre-
sponding reciprocal space behavior is shown in the insert.
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the intensity peak profiles and converted them to the co
sponding PSD cross-sections along theky axis at constant
kx . Figure 8 shows a representative PSD obtained in
way. The PSD analysis of these peaks gave the average
relation length and roughness exponent to bejy58.61
60.17mm anday50.9560.03, respectively. In Fig. 8, we
also compare the in-plane light scattering PSD data with
PSD line scan obtained from the AFM at the samekx value.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we conducted a detailed measuremen
the surface roughness of a hard disk along directions par
and perpendicular to the grooves using AFM and light sc
tering. The power spectrum density function was us
throughout our analysis. Tables I and II summarize the c
relation lengthsjx and jy and roughness exponentsax and
ay obtained from the light scattering and AFM analys
These parameters clearly show the anisotropic roughnes
havior on the hard disk surface withjy.jx and ay.ax .
This means the correlation length along the grooves is ab
three times larger than that perpendicular to the grooves
the local roughness along the grooves is smoother than

FIG. 8. The PSD profile parallel to the grooves, lying atkx513.6mm21

obtained from thew r520° intensity profile of Fig. 7~a!. The width of the
profile is inversely proportional to the groove correlation length in they
direction. An AFM-PSD line shown as a dotted curve located at the samkx

is also plotted for a comparison.
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perpendicular to the grooves, as expected. Table I also sh
the measured average groove separation (§grv), which re-
veals the periodic roughness component on the surface.
seen from Table I that the results of the out-of-plane lig
scattering and AFM agree well except forjx . The AFM
analysis could not provide a reliablejx value due to an AFM
artifact generated at low frequencies. In contrast, the out
plane light scattering can give reliable roughness parame
without the same artifact. For the analysis along the direct
parallel to the grooves shown in Table II, both the in-pla
light scattering and AFM analysis give consistent results.
general this novel in-plane light scattering technique can
used to obtain intensity profiles that can provide quantitat
information on the surface roughness along the direction p
allel to the grooves.
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